News ELA #1 Warm Up

https://newsela.com/read/lib-study-less-screen-time-happier-teens/id/43131/?collection_id=2

Answer The Following Questions Over the Article Then Turn In Up Front, Two Sentence Minimum

1. Do you believe that smart phones and social media is intentionally created to be addictive or are we merely conditioned to like it? Why or Why not?

2. Are smart phones a good things for you to have, or would it be better to merely have a laptop that you carry around with you and a regular old flip phone? Explain Your Answer.

3. Do you truly believe that there is a correlation between screen time and unhappiness? Remember does correlation equal causation? Sometimes articles twist things because people want easy conclusions.

4. Do you believe that the scare over the use of cell phones, and particularly gaming, is sincere, or merely a scare that really has no support? (Look at the last three paragraphs specifically for this one.)

5. What is your opinion on technology, given that we spend so much time using it in this class?